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Dedication

This guide is dedicated to "those children

that are more fascinated by their own marks

than they are with the marks of others. They

leave their messages on refrigerators, wallpaper,

moist windowpanes, sidewalks, and even on paper "

(Graves. p.4). Writers "are in love with life,

anJ it is their first love. All its color stu,

euvemert attract their eager attention" (Togors,

as quoted by Cul1ws, p. 3).

1
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Introduction

5ublect: Creative writing should encourage original thought and

imagination. For the purposes of this guidebook, fiction

is defined broadly as non factual prose.

Purp,ot We hope this guidebook serves as a stimulus and as o

bejlinning suurcebook for incorporating creative writing

Iwo the classroom.

This kluidebo.ok sustssarire the hest Went, and rnstmrt

we fin/ad.

Wc're teachers who 41-V IParning to tit, a hNtrin" Soh of

te44hiria creativ writing.

Audieric: Tt,iN b(Mk ih for Leachers at all grader and from all

NubleCt areas who have an awakening interest In teaching

Coat Ivy WTIT
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Philosophy

"Creative writing is an art, the art of thinking and
feeling and appreciating the magic words and ideas.
Like the teaching of an art, the primavy goal of teacher
is to nurture, challenge. and encourage development of
the talent of each individual. It is through creative
writing that children reveal end find their inner selves,
their talents, ideas, hopes and goals " (Spencer. P. vii).

Wr believe that students in grades R-l2, can be fine writers of

fiction. They coma to school with many experiences in language; and,

therefore, it's possible to guide these language experiences into a

fictional form.

Although students in the middle and higher grades are capable of

imaginative writing, they need experiences In characterisation, voice

Agreement and the opportunity to write more. Two ways we hope to provide

and enhance these experiences are through developing good writing

assignments And through the reading of good models.

Students need to express themselves freely in their assignments,

and in our evaluation cf their creative writing, we meat establish an

open armosphere so students feel secure in their opinions. In general

ot purpose as teacher' is to help studentst

the furces of expression.

-sesken sensitivities to selves and others.

responses to ideas and events.

-prod awareneis of feelings and sensations.

- offer forms and tools for coml,ining words (Frank, p. 22).

8



Overview

I

"An imsainetiw teacher finds or arranges innumerable
opportune moonset, for children's writinik !A practical

teacher maintains variety in the types sf writing normally

required from children. The teacher who is both hoeing-
ties and practical int4sweaves wafted types of writing with

variety in life experiences (linglish Curriculum Study

Center).

This guide is recomuseded for teachers, t-12, eh, have little or

no 'aperients teething creative fiction writing, Ws have designed

&surto lesson plans for writing short stories, fables, myths, mysteries,

science fiction and hieterical fictive. Other types of fiction not

covered in lesson plan form are found in App4ndie 3. Plot, setting,

chsratterisetion, mood end conflict are tools used by the fictive' writer

that we included to our lesson ;lane. Other elemente the fiction writer

uses are defined in the glossary on pass We have obtained samples

of student writing for parts of this guide. A teacher may use the

samples ND a reference petit for their ohm students' writing.

The lesson plans in this guide are written on the premise that the

writing process of pre-writing, cvmposing and revising/editine is used

for every assignment. For a detailed description of the process, we

refer you to the Wisconsin Writing Project Guide 'titled, A Guide to

TaachietthnWritine Protest (rpm Pte-wKittmg to Editing (9 .later, 1978).

Firs elements we considered when designing our illation format wares

subject, purpose, form, speaker and sudiince. 37 carefully considering

these absents when crlating assignments, a tescher'providee students

with a fire structure from Mich to write. "Properly presented and

4



properly bele:wad, skill knowledge gives creative ideas the monastery

framework for their most effective display" (Jackson, 1979).

rive elements to consider wham designing fiction essignmentss

Subject Tbe topic about Ales one writes (i.e. space invader.,
Animals).

Purpose To entertain, persuade or inform.

Form Short story, log, diary, mystery, etc.

Speaker Y4swpoint from which the story is being told (i.e. character,
narrator).

Audience Raider

4. the writer himself or herself

t; a known audience, present

c. known audience, not present

d. an audience not present about which most information is

not known but amy be assumed.

Changing multilane and subject in the lesson plans we share can

Live you a myriad of other fiction writing assignments. A Guide to

Teachima the Important* of Audience and Sublect would also help you in

this endeavor (Sme1stor, 197S).

5
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Activities

Pert Stott (1Usderaartan Sample)

443se Were._ Peteme SNOW Audiensp

short story etteiest to seteststs student wider koowo

(wish story) themes
,

fre..writiost

1. Ask students bow sem of then haw, ems elated they were sonsoes

elm. Mare staelsote shore ocourremcm.

2. Seed aloud, Sylvester send WI WI* Webblel, by Willies Stets.

3. Prepare two chaste; rgsgagjegmem on ens chart and

ftiLsajWie...ft to the other Out.

4. Ask who wanted to be *Dustbins else is this story? (Sylvestet.)

Wri:a it on the first chart. Whet happeeed to Sylvester at the besiontus

at the story? (Show passe 1-11.) lint answers as sowed chart under

Sesimils. Whet happesod is the Diddle. of the story? (Show raw 9-22.)

Chart answers under HeiwiL. What happens at the end of the story? (Show

mom 23 -26.) Chart sere are seder Eadiste.

Exploit, that all stories hews a bepinalall, siddle an end like this

054.

5. Chart types of people or aims, the children say wish to be on

Chest 1. Select one of the people mastimed to ohm Sesimins, Middle,

and tad on chart 2.

6. Whet would I do if I were a principal at the besiuntas of say

day? (Chart.) middle (Chart.) End? (Chart.)



7. Follow thromik with a far wows people or things.

A. IWO students dictate their stories to you and chart or write

individual stories to be made into book form.

Short Story Crp4 !lame")

1mr1l dahlect 'Wave, PROW Ituitongo

abort story Howl to to entertain omniscient 7th, 5th, 9th

LJAILis narrator grade students

the blown[

PrO*OffltiM

The foilsman& steps occur after the readins of Conrad Richter's

Llot in the Forest.

1. TWo student', who have been mesisned in stivar.ce, will role -

play the Patting of True Son and his Iodise Father.

. 2. Give the following aseignments "Write 4 short story "lewd to

Ltght in the Yenta. Tell your story, which will be read by a team of

junior high "codeine. as if you are ea omniscient narrator."

a. You must decide whether to present your characters directly

or indirectly.

b. You must decide if the setting for your sequel is in the

forest, 4 city, or a small town. Estop in mind that *cities

details mast be accurate, and you may have to do *one

research for information.

Will the setting be True Son's antagonist or will there be

ether characters? Will your sattins reflect True Son't.

feelings? (Pathetic fallacy.)

L.^ Reaseber1 There must he a conflict.

d. Try to keep the "flavor" of your story like the original.

.'4414.1*..b.ftall

1. To illustrate point have students list 10 metaphors and

stall.. (roe the novel which use 44 I to make comverleons. Also,

have thole list 10 Indian names or words from the novel.

7
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4. Have students pair up to brainstorm ideas for their plots

settings.

After brainstorming, students write individual stories which will

be pear edited and put into final form. These stories will be read b

a team of junior high students who will select the best 2 (4. b. 8..10.

whatever you choose) to be bound and added to a permanent collection.

Short Story (fleyenth Grote. 218140141)

Toro Subject Speaker Audience

short story ..enior's let to entertain 3rd person peers

py at a new small group

h'sh school

Pre-writing:

1. As a class, create 3 characters. Brainstorm together about

their dress, speech, anviremment, hobbies, morale, actions and thoughts.

Put these on the board so students can refer back to them as they are

writing.

2. From the 3 characters, choose a protagonist and an antagonist.

Also, select dynamic and static characters.

3, For establishing conflict and types of conflict, brainstorm

incidents that could occur on this kind of day. Again, leave these

on Ow board for reference.

4. Define plot and theme fog' students. Then permit students

to develop these independently.

5. Read aloud the opening paraOsphs of Old Times clothe Mississini

by Mark resin which provides a good illustration of mood and the importance

of setting.

8
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Upon completion of the rough drafts of their stories, students

would peer edit. Explain the need for consistent point -of -view, and

how to use effective dialogue. Have students check for these things

along with spelling and mechanical errors.

The following day students read their stories' aloud in small groups,

listening for flow and development of plot. Point out how these two

variables influence the stories.

Variations

The following activities can prepare students for writing short

stories. Use the exercises to tmelliarize students with the elements

of plot, characterisation, mood, theme, point-of-view, voice and to

practice putting them together for their short stories.

uevelopit% awareness of plot

Fre-writing;

Find a stimulating introductory paragraph fr'm a magazine short

storv. Bratnatore with clams the possible plot lines, discussing

verisimilitude and "cheap" tricks ( i.e. a surprise suicide in the

last paragraph), Students complete a story line as homework and then

try it out for believability on a partner the next day in class. This

ri4tiviry would hest follow some claw:work on anskysin of successful

p1ot4 from literature (Wood, 1975).

DewlpinA awareness of riot

Pre-writing:

Pertp4e the want ads w.rmonal section to find intriguing ideas for

plat development. Students select an ad that piques their imagination

14



sad develop e plot mains. This exercise works sell with chasecriiir

developmat, also (kinsmen. 1979).

Orelopine scariness Of mood

Pre-arltinet

Divide student* into grape of S or 6. Assign a looter to each

group or have students determine a group %ood" using adjectiels like

"defeated." 'joyous," "sinister," etc. After discussion, each group

write, a paeaggspb,to describe a picture, object or place according

to their group mood. *semi} the paragraphs aloud to the class and

discuss method, objectivity, and ahatraction. Individuals could do

similar activities as boaaweek, writing two similar paragraphs with

different moods (Lund. 1975).

Insley Tale 011eventh Grade Reesple)

Form Subject

fairy tale student

(fantasy) choose*

Pre - writing:

Purloin Speaker Audience

to entertain 3rd person peers or

of the flee younger

and culture children

find different versions of the ease fairy tale; interesting contrasts

are available if similar tales from different cultural backgrounds are

peed (i.e. The Ginierbread Soy has a Norwegian version with a pancake, a

iussian version with bun, a Jerome, version with a rice cake IStewig, p.

174]). Discuss common features (thaw, character development, etc.) and

. -
examine differences which reflect the differentcuiturai. Students can

write their era fairytale using the same ammeters but varying the

culture, plot or theme. Students eight choose toldentify an audience of

io
15



younger studant and give dramatic readings of their gaily tales for this

audience.

Variat!ga

Itsmaination of a fairy tale plot line will woke a good introduction

to plot in tbe abort story. Plot development can be easily identified im

a fairy tale. The gispb below can be used to visually aid students in

this activity.

Introduction Conclusion

(Resolution)

Fable (Third Credo Example)

Fors Subject Purpose Streaker Audience

fable student to entertain student etudeuts visiting

(animal story diocese I. M. C.

with a *oral) 1":',

Fre-writing:
,

1. List and discuss fables students have read. PoinNist common

characteriatica of fables (i.e. moral. characters are animals).

2. Read aloud selections from Aesop,' Fables and/or Leonardo Ma Vinci

Fables. Discuss the morals in the stories.

3. Make two lists.

11
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e. deiwele is the sto rms

b. UMW tbareeteetatice asd/or problem

. Value foibles to deleastrate, diocese these characteristics. A

fables

a. Is a 'host 'tor,.

b. imeolree sedmele that talk,

c. Presents a conflict between bathometers.

d. Provides for the comflict is some any.

s. Teaches e lemon or morel.

I. Specifically stew the

S. Aek students to writs their own table, weft the charts for ideas.

A. Collect fables. Leideate and pet than is book fore for the class

library.

Watiatioas

A-12

Recommend children prior to third grads have experience reading andior

listoniog to fables.

6-5

Siudeut nosy enjoy writing fables with deem, memigeb, or silly

"morals ". For instance, a story which eight normelly conclude, "Don't

look a Sift hare* is the mouth" way instead appropriately warn, "Don't

let a gift horse look in your mouth!" These silly fables sight be called

"foibles " ( 114 Stuff, Torte, Frank and Maciensis, p. 296 1.

The Dully Ponodio

In an eineerium, 4 porpoise WOO bullying all the dolphins. "specially

the babies. Dos day one of the equartwe keepers as the porpoise bullying

the dolphins. Hs lowered the water level to two fest. The dolphins could

12
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:7:t .t 4

meta easily is Pee feet, hat elate porpoises are so big, he could sot auto
is two feet of water. Se gem out lead squeals.

The dolphins satberel stowed the porpoise Kneeling back aa if they

were salts& "Don't worry. Were here." The aquarium keepers put back

the WSW CO MS correct level end the porpoise never bothered the dolphins

IS it hard to sea a friend is aossoss, until that SOWSe iS kind to

you.

Jennifer Stillman, 4th grade

Myth' lost (8th Grade Sample)

tote Subject NW** Speaker

myth Student to entertain one of the

chooses gods/goddesses

femplem-
Wan of
bow sone-
thing case
into exis-
tence)

Audience

peer.

Pre-writiug:

1. After a study of mythology, pairs of students brainstorm subjects

and speakers for sytha.

2. Each student chooses a topic and a speaker.

3. Students write rough copies.

6. Share rough copies with a partner.

a. aetermine if the story has an introduction, body, and conclu-

sion.

b. Check SoRstSuce structure.

c. Cheek machamice.

d. Check spelling.

S. Write final copy.

6. Proofread final copies in partners.

13
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7. Assign students to groups of 3 or 4, mad return myths.

8. Myths are read alomd by their anthorm.

4. Each group selects one to develop into a filmstrip with narra-

tion.

10. Croup* work out details of filmstrip sad narration and present

myths to class.

Vegiatioe

Univ. the same steps as in 1-4, hive students write sod illmetrate

their ewe 1000. partners can proofread final copies, which are bound

for library or classroom use.

In a ease media class, a poppet shoe or video tape of one of the

Enka could be produced for a live audience of y children.

See the section on "rabies" *Itch is better fruited for lower

elementary students.

VirSTEITEM

**story Story (Fourth Grads !Wimple)

lore Subject., rows* SpeekeE Mileage

short story student to entertain child as a display in the

(mystery) chooses detective TIC with a
selection of
mystery hooka

I. Read some adventure* from Encyclivgedie 'grown to the class to

stimulator their thinking about Water, stories.

2. Discuss the use of clues throughout the story to develop

suepeeee.

3. Till an old briefcase with titles printed on "cases" for mystery

stories.

14 19



Smenplees "The Case of the Nisei*, Chalk"

"The Coos of the Steles Jacket"

"The Case of the Upsidedown Soy"

4. lame atedeas choose a case, think, and writs. Illustrated's

could accagemery their cases.

S. Once they've cempseed, shared, edited, revised, sad vomitus,

display the cases in the INC elimg with * display of epetery books

available.

Terietene

as

1. UMW Mosel mod Cuter to the students, and discuss class.

Students dictate to en adult or older student their mystery story.

2. Ose a treasure hunt for childree to learn to follow clues.

7-12

1. Seed *stomata from Sick Tow Own Adventure books. Smell groups

work together to write their own advantage' and alternative advestores.

2. Seed as Agethe Christie bosh sad graph class to the solution. If

setting or characterise:los is the topic of discussion, sweats from a

book nay be more appraelate.

The Camp qf the NissimL1111U010

C. day Candy walked unexpectedly iota James house. *NI Candy, any

mysteries?" oohed Jams johimply1
"Tea, I came for your help," said Candy. When Jams saw Candy's face

she asked, "Tou're serious assegt your
"Absolutely," gerbtilsody-.
"Well, emplaim whet happemed," said Jame.
"1 wee at school prattle-lag for the litmus test from 2100 to 3100

while at home my home me empty mod someone mat have cone through ay

window and tabem a billfold," said Cmody.
"Why do you my through yaw windage said Jams.
"Because there are foetpriste =Wide sy window," said Candy.

"we11," said Jams, "let's $0 toile a look." Mee they get there they

IS
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Looked carefully at the footprints. !bey led from the neighbor's house

to Camden.
"Looks Ilia it could be bock t! said Jane.

"Mat de no do sour asked Candy.
"Go leeetiom bin," enamored Jam.
"OW said Candy with methasisme. "Let's got"
"Veit one einote, 1s there 81,00014 to be a ladder over there?"

asked Joao.
"I don't think sot" amid Candy.
"I kale, let's tell htm whined his tiger - prints on the ladder,"

Yid Jens.
"01," said Coady. Whom they arrived they questioned Chuck and said,

"You left finger-prisms om nor ladder Ohm lipoo broke in my room."

"Did rot, I one playtng cords at 2130, answered Check.

171::he's not guilty," said Candy.

:
no

so fast," said Jame. "Mee guilty all right!"

allailer
Jane mad Candy WSW told Chock the time
the billfold use takes. to told those.

(That wee his mistake.)

Kg la Pry

SCIENCE VICTION

science fiction (5th Creme trample)

Tons Subject Puemoss Speakae Audience

short story student to entertain student elementary

(science chooses students

fiction) (Displayed in
MC)

Pre-Vritina Activities;

1. In preparation for this activity have students read the story,

"Veddo Ski Credo," from the Macmillan "1" remains series, Level 30.

Explorotiuns. Any eiskilar acience fiction story say be used,

2. HMVe students draw a picture of what the alien from outer space

look, like. (Draw some conclusions from the story such as the fact that

it had more than 10 fingers and was covered with hair.)

1. Write the stories, revise, edit, and rewrite.

16
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Teaching nor:

1. Prepare a chart on the blackboard reviewing beginning, middle

and the and of the story as presented in the K-3 portion of this Guide.

I. Using books or stories the children have read, discuer the

beginning, middle end en0 of the story and record findings on the chart.

i. Introduce the word Plot. Ask questions such as "What makes the

plot interesting?" Refer to the 'nobles in the story. Teach the word

conflict, an baportant element of the short story.

Science Fiction:

There ace certain elements that make science fiction different from

other types of fiction 'Jecauce of the element of the unknown, the strange,

the mechanical. Setting and characters ere imagined. They may not

resemble anything we have on earth. Since some of these elements may be

difficult for the children to come up with, make chart, and brainstorm

about the following:

Description% and unusual functions of mechanical things

Prchleme you might hare on a trip to outer space

Physical characteristics of other-worldly creatures,

Set up charts which review beginning, middle, and end, and the charts with

ideas about science fiction for children to refer to during the entire

process.

Thr fin/owing story was written by Kathy Suchli, a fifth grader, from

Deerfield. Wisconsin.

The New Planet
GA Play)

Actorm:

Narrator Captain

commander Yorke

Astronaut "'tickle

11
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Scene 1. Eggitinjat col n4 ogee.

Xerwatort At the commend base in the United States, the !ottoman
is preparing to lift off into Outer Specs.

Commendert "Too are getting ready to lift off, do you know your

mission?"

Astronauts ley missioo. . . A five-year mission, to seek out new
worlds and now civilisations, to boldly go idlers so men has gone before."

Commemdert "Wrong move, your mission is to go to the new planet
that we hale located out in space. To win glory for you and your country.
You are a tribute to our country for volunteering."

Astrooeutt "Volunteered? I was ordered to go to the planet!"

Commander: "Shut up and get its the jeep. I'll drive you over to

the rocket."

Scam I. At the rocket.

Captain: "Abet, good to see you didn't run away lest night so you

wouldn't have to go up in the rocket."

Astronaut: "It west in my mind."

Captain: "Well, why didn't you?"

Astronaut: "Sir, you strapped ace in bed so I couldn't."

Captains "Oh yes, well, let's let by -goals be by- nonce."

Ratrony.tt "Sir, I know I will be gone, but don't rub it in."

Captain: "I didn't rub It in."

Astronaut: "Did too."

Captain: "Did not."

Astronaut: "Did too."

captain: '"Did not, sod romemher, I out-rank you."

Astronaut: "So what! Vs going to risk *y life In outer space, end

I sight not be seen again."

Captain: Are you looking forwsrd to it?"

Astronaut: "no!!"

Narrator: While they were celely talking, the co:amender was loading

things onto the rocket.

18
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Coamondart "All toady, sir."

CaptaIns it looks like this is it."

Astronaut' "It sure is."

Commander: "Jost got in the rocket."

(The satrousot cliuke sommously up that ladder that leads to the cock-

pit of the rocket.)

Commsador: "Are you in?"

Astronauts "I sure as, and I don't went to ha."

Captain: "Are you safe, see you sound, ore you well?"

Astronaut: "Just checkimg, sad doolf set huffy."

Commander; "i). K. Tian for countdown. 43, 32, 54, tat, ht.t, hike!"

Captains "1. awrioual This is world setter!"

Comas..Zors "Ahh, the world serious, I watch it mery year on my color

T. V. sat."

Captain: "Ate you all right op thole?"

Astronauts "I think I's about ready to faint."

Captain: "Will don't faint es the field, because we couldn't get you

out. The rocket door has a timolock oo it, to maks sure you won't ha able

to get out. So we wouldn't ha able to got you out."

Maros:out: "What does that have to do with me fainting on the field

or not?"

Captain: "I don't know. It nos in tni script.'

CoMnindOT: "Countdown: 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3. 2, 1--They're off!"

Captain:
4, 3, 2, 1.

Commandos:

Astronaut:

Captain:
Well, so much f

"Thin isn't a Naas rocs/. I'll countt'ovn. 10, 9. B. 7, 6,

Slast off!"

(Clapping) "Very wall said."

"Oh my, l'a solos oft into space."

"Wall, what's dons is dcm. The rocket is going

or the astromout."

off course,

commandos: "Wall, just call him back."

Captain: "You can't do that."

Commando:: "Why?"

Captain: "Socsues I said."

Command:4i t., good emoolk for as."

They both walk out of specs station.

Scene 3 At the PlOott SunscrAS,

Tucks); "Mow come no, datet tell no that you just saw a flying saucer."

Tuckie: "O. X. I won't."
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Yucko; "Good. now you didn't sae a fl7iug saucer than."

Yuckiat "But I did see a flying saucer."

tuckers "Oh lint It'll ruin my hair -do."

Turkic. "Well, I'M sorry."

Yuckot "Don't be spotty."

Turkic; "Hey, look in the sky, it's a bird, it's a plans, it's

supermao."

Yuckol "lie, you dip, it's a fly:pg saucer."

Yuckiet "A fly!ns saucer' gust?"

(They both run into each other sad land ou the ground.)

Yuckot "Get up and rum for cower."

%Otto: "It's cueing down."

Tuckos "Cowabunnal"

(The rocket comae down and the astronaut climbs out.)

Astronaut: "Wow. what a rider

Yuckiet "Cosa on Tucko, and smell it and sea if it is friendly or

not."

Yucko: "0. K. I'm with you."

Astronauts "Yuckle, thou, things look terrible."

Yuckiet "That's my name, don't wear it out."

Astronaut: "Itithh."

Yuckiet "My name is Yorkla (and pointing to Yucko) this is Yorke."

Astronaut: "I can sae why."

Yockot "We are the only forme of life on this planet."

Yuckiet "And don't you think we're pretty?"

Astronaut: "I hardly know what to say."

Yucko: "You don't have ter may anything, we know that you are scared

of us."

Yockle: "I wee that you are in trouble. do you want us to help you

get back to your planet?"

Astronaut: "Oh, could you?"

Yucko: "Sure, we will get you back to your planet in half a gleam."

Astronaut: "What is a gloater

Yucko: "In your tits, period. hour."

Astronaut: "Wall, let'a get to work."

York?,: "We don't have 'o work. A!1 I have to do 10 point the ray

Mon et the rocket and it wilt be brand new."

ZU
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Aetroasutt "D. R. Do it."

(Tackle points the gum at the rocket and automatically it is flied.) -

%etas "O. it. Now climb in sled take off."

Astronauts "Earth, here I come."

Cietroneet takes off Inc G Cater Space.)

Tuckiet "Well. et least I don't have to spend any more time with

tint ugly thing."

yoexot "Took, wasn't he ugly?"

The rad.

VariAtiOne

K-1

Wave the children bring in samples of their aechenical ewes toys.

Write a group story or individual clerics using the toys es stimuli.

7-9

After reeding any science fiction from the students' test, create

a planet and its place In the galaxy. ?opaline the planet with beings,

animals, and plants. Students ray popery filmstrips and narration.

1D-I2

Ilse War of the World*, recording by Orson Welles, as a listening

experience. Working in small grasps. have students write their own

acript for a radio program using sound effects.

HISTORICAL FICTION

Historical FILtion (Eleventh Crode Example)

Form Subject !impose Sneaker Audience

historical historical to inform student 6th grade

fiction, figure

slice of
Itfe /sketch
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Pre-wit iting:

(This hessian involves a cooperative arrangement between an eleventh

grads class and a slut. grade class in order to provide a real

audience.)

Teacher organises several topic areas, such as American Indiana,

Civil War heroes. Aid I or II heroes, American Presidents, film giants.

Send topics to sixth grade teachere.fach sixth grade student selects a

topic and then a person represented within that category. The eleventh

graders also select topic areas. The teachers then pair the eleventh

grade students with sixth graders having similar interests.

1. The eleventh graders gather information about the time periods

and the historical characters.

Once all of the information is compiled, students write slice

44 lift sketches about the individuals. These slice of life sketches

should f,u-us in on one incident in the individual's life in descriptive

detail. Humorous findings, memorable it.cidentas. or hits of trivia could

provide focus tor the biographical writing. The eleventh graders would

have to Write in a way that is appropriate for their sixth grade readers.

3, Send finished drafts to the sixth graders for their use. In

rerurn, the vounger students write the eleventh graders giving then)

tesdha(k ahnut their writing.

Varlritions

HAY*. the atu nts interview elderly citirens about topics such

A4 rheir daseA. the students write these inter-ivws in newspaper

format.

For ,,efal studies, have the children put themselves in the role

,f reple living during a particular historical period. The historical
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figures can serve as speakers for writing aesignments, describing events

from their point, of view.

7-9

1. Contact the Chamber of Commerce for photograph. of the community

at the turn of the century. Have student. write a descriptive paragraph

that could be the opening of a short story.

2. invite immigrants to talk to your class about their homelands'

tustoss. Develop 'lice u: life writings from the informaion.

3. Using small groups, search for simulated documents from the

lives of early Americans. Students will discover that some documents

do not agree, that some information is argely tussles., and that they

must consult inner source. if they wish to fit pieces together. Each

group may write a biography about an individual imagined to have lived

during the time period.

COMICS OR CARTOONS_ -

liMiC4 or Cartoons (All grades/

Were is an important form of creative writing: fiction.

The Guide to Using Popular CuPurs to Teach Composition, Wisconsin

writing Protect, 1979, has an excellent section on the use of comics

in the writing process (Smelator. 1979).
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Evaluation

Evaluating creative writing is difficult, but necessary for the

growth of the writer. Evaluation may or nay not include grading and

correcting errors, depending on the type of creative writing and the

teaching situation. For- exempla, high school teachers of.creative

writing classes usually assign letter grades to their students work;

elementary teachers tend to have mere feeedom lo methods of grading.

Evaluating creative writing has two important espectoc 1) pro-

viding positive feedback for the studs:nee efforts; 2) offering specific

suggestions for improving the work. Creative writing requires that

students take risks. It is the teacher's responsibility to build students'

self-confidence while guiding then on to better writing.

Most teaL.hera agree that marking student papers with quantities of

red Ink does not promote better writing; students feel defeated when

they 40C multi:odes of corrections on their papers; besides, they need

concrete suggestions for improving the content of their papers rather

than Ili: notice of all the mechanical errors. Yet, students know when

praise is undeserved end undifferentiated. The role of the teacher as

evaluates it a demanding one. Learning to he a good evaluator provides

teachers with opportunities for professional growth.

A wide rang, of practical sui. motions for evaluation of studett

pAperm is explained in three other Wisconsin Writing Project Guidebooks.

See A Guide to Evaluation of Students' Writing (Sselstor, 1978),

A (*Aside to Providinj Individualised121"" I1121111TEATZEUAISE10,/
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Weitimg Centers Cbiamond, 1980), end A Wide to !ear and Selkwitsliting

(Christensen. 1982) for workable methods of evaivation. Those guidebooks

offer suggestions for both inamperieeced and veteran teachers of writing.

Teachers can clarify objectives for student writing, thereby easing

their evaluation teaks, by providing good writing sesignmente to their

students. trip students identify their subject, purpose, farm, audience,

and speaker. Tell students bow their papers will be evaluated. Often,

attempting the writing assignment oneself provides the best mane for

evaluation and sets a realistic standard against which to measure student

work. Sometimes. identifying a very reel and specific audience enables

students to do their best work. Snowing that their peers will read the

finished copy may supply motivation for careful writin', and revising.

hy evaluating students' work during the whole writing proeeer

(pre-writing, writing, revising), teachers can Judge the progress If

Individual students. A writing folder with sampler and notes allows

t.Achers to reflect on the isprovenent in students' work. Stodents

should be involved in the evalueticm process, too. They can learn to

judge their own work and provide valuable insight for their peers. Teach

etudenti t. :elf- evaluate, and praise then for applying editing techniques.
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Appendices

4Deentlis A

Evaluation Checklist

Children's writing can be improved by evalusting'it on the basis

of clarity, style, unity and mechanics. The following checklists may

be put am charts far children to rates to an they write.

Is Your Writing_Clear? (Clarity)

1. Did you leave out any words that were neon to be in the writing?

2. Watch your pronouns. Doss your reader know which nouns they go with?

3. Punctuation is Laporte:at

4. Let's bury words like nice, good, beautiful, go, walk, sad say.

5. Have a friend or someme in your family read what you have written.

Do they understand your writing?

Does Your Writing lit Tegether? (Unity)

1. Place. Can your reader discern the nature of the setting? Is it a

peaceful place? An exciting place? A mossy place?

2. ?credo. Can your reacser recognise the essence of the main characters

in your story? Is the person friendly? Mysterious? Argumentative?

Selfish? Happy-go-lucky? Eccentric? Unpredictable?

3. Main Idea. Can your raaJar tell the main ides of your story? Does

everything you have written help the reader to get the message or

feeling from story?

Row Did You Write? (Style)

I. Did you use more than one k'nd of sentenceQuestion, Statement,

Exclamation?

2. Are all of your words unnecessary?

3. Are costae words selected carefully tor variation?
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4. Did you use figurative language, such est metaphor, simile, idiom?

What Will Hein People Read Your WritiRg? Mechanics)

I. Capital letteret

a. Did you capitalize the first word in each sentence?

b. Did you capitalise the word I?

c, Did you capitalize proper names?

d. Did you capitalize the first word, the last word, and all other

important word* when you wrote titles?

2. End Punctuation

a. Did you put a period, question mark, or exclamation point at the

end of each sentence?

1, cnsman

a. Did you use a comae to separate word. in a series?

h. Did you use comma* to set off words of address and interrupters?

Did you use a coma before or after quotations?

A. Did you une a comma to separate citien from states and months

and day', from years? Murray n.d.)

2/
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Appendix 11

rotas of rIctioo

As you delve into the exciting world of fiction, you will discover

Out fiction can take any forma. Ws here chosen to list *toms of them.

This is not an exhaustive list. You as a teacher, will hero the imagin-

ation and expertise to add to it.

Animal Story Mystery

Cartoons Hob

Character Sketch Narration

Dialogue Newspaper Col*

Fables Novel

Fairy Tale Parables

4 Fantasy Personal Essay

Fictianalised Autobiography Romance

Fictionalised Biography Sales Talk

Fictitious Travelogues Science Fiction

Folk Tale Short Story

Horror Story Slice of Life

Invitstion Slogan

keurnals Social Commentary

Legends Tall Tales

Letters Telegram

Logs of the Fast Tragedy

Horrologue Western Story

Wordless Books
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Amend to C

Glossary

Allegory: a literary work in which characters and actions represent
shatraction

Alliterations repetition of Initial consonant sound
Allusion' indirect reference to something or someone outside the liter-

ary work
Antagonist' force in conflict with protagonist; penally designated as

self, another person, society, nature
Anthropomorphism' the giving of human qualities to nonhuman animals

or objects
Assonance, repetition of vowel wound in phrase

Backdrop settings generalised o relatively unimportant setting

cadeocet rhythmic flow in prose
Character' human being, real or personified aoisasi, personified object

taking a role in literature
Character deeelopeernti filling out a variety of character traits to

provide the Complexity of a has= being

Characterisation: Direct --entbor tells you *he: kind of person the
character ie.

Indirect --the reader suet decide what kind of person

the character is.
Plat chsrecteredo not change during the story.
Round chatecters.change during the story.

Chronology: girder dictated by passing of tine
Classic' literary work that lives to be read and reread
Cliche': overused term which has lost meaning
Cliffhanger' unresolved suspense that concludes a chapter

Climax' action that precipitates resolution of conflict
Closed ending: conclusion leaping no plot questions unanswered

Coincidence: chance concurrence of events
Complication: early action; part of rising action
conflict: struggle between protagonist and opposing force
Connotation: associative or emotional meaning of a word

ioneonance: repetition of consonant Abound in phrase

Denotation: explicit or dictionary meaning
Denouement: final or closing action following climax

Di(tion: choice of words or wording
Didacticimm: in literature, an instructive or moralistic lesson often

at the expense of entertainment
Dramatic ot objective point of view: third-person narration in which

actions and *perches are recorded without interpretation

Dynairic character: one who changes in the course of the story

Echo: words repeated in familiar pattern
rpt(! lone narrative poem about a heroic figure whose actions reveal

the values of the culture
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Episodic plot: plot with independent, short story-like chapters linked

by characters or theme more than by action

Explicit these: theme stated clearly in the story

Exposition: presentation of essential information needed for under-

standing of the action

Fable: very brief story, usually with animal characters, that states a

didactic theme or moral

Felling action: final or closing action following climax; denouement

Fantasy: story about a notr-existent or unreal world in which action

tiny depend upon magic or the supernatural

Figurative language: devices making comparisons, saying one thing in

terms of another
Firs.-person point of view: "I" in narration in which person's experi-

ences, thoughts, and feelings are told by himself/herself

Flashback: return to event that occurred before present scene; retro-

spect

Flit charcter: one that is little developed

Foil: a character whose contrasting traits point up those of a central

character
Folk ballad: narrative poem passed down by word of tiontht often about

a hero

Folk rhyme: rhymes passed down by word of mouth

Folk tale: story passed down by word of mouth

Foreshadowing: hint.. of what is to come

Hyperbole: exaggeration or overstatement

Imagery: verbal appeals to the senses

Implicit these: theme implied from the story's context

IneviTability: sense that it had to happen; in literature a sense thAi

the outcome was necessary and ineecapahle

Integral getting: essential and specific setting which influences

character. plot, and the

I 'gvnd: a traditional narrative of a people, often with some basis to

historic al truth

LoserIvk: five-line humorous verse with tractional rhythm and rhyme

pattern
imirid ,ionise lent point of view: third-person narration in which story

is seen through the stnd(n) of one or few characters

peen: song-like poem, compact expression of feeling

Mcfphur! implied comparison
s.smewt:at regular rhythm pattern of attessed and onstreshed

svilahles in u line of poetry

r,.Lurring clement in literary work, often found in traditional

!freratttrr
,riginattng in folk beliefs Anil showing upprnatural tuner,

pr. ing

NarrAtIvv ,order: sequence in which event,: re- counted

Sarrstive ;,oem that tells A story

hti
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Objective or dramatic point of view: third - pennon narration in which

actions and speeches are recorded without interpretation

Omolacient point of views an ell-knowing writer tells the story in

third person

Onometopoeist words that sound like their meanings, such as meow, moo

Open endings final outcome of conflict unknown

Parody: imitation of known form for comic effect

Personificstioas giving human traits to nonhuman beings or objects

Plots sequence of events involving character in conflict

Poetry: diatilled and imeeinative expression of feeling

Point of views the mind(s) through which the reader sees the story

Primary themes sajor underlying and unifying truth of a story

Progressive plot: plot with central climax

Protagonist: central character in the conflict

Realigns story based upon the possible, though not necessarily probable

Resolution: falling action following climax

Rhymes repetition of Identical or similar stressed sound or sounds

Rhythm: recurring flow of strong and weak beats

Rising action: exposition and complication' that lead to the climax

Round character: fully developed or three-dimensional chsracter

Science fiction: story that relies upon invention or extension of nature's

laws, not upon the supernatural or magical

Secondary theme: less important of aloof theme of a story

Sensationalism: focus upon the thrilling or startling

Sentiments emotion or feeling

Sentimentality: overuse of ssottsisst, false arousal of feelings

Setting: the time and place in which the action occurs

Simile; stated comparison, usually using like or as

Static character: one who does not change in the course of the story

Stereotype: character possessing expected traits of a group rather than

being an individual

Stork character: flat character with very little development found in

numerous stories

Style: mode of expression

Stvipenee: state of uncertainty that keeps reader reading

Symbol: person, object, situation, or action operating on two levele of

meaning -- literal and figurative or suggestive

Them.: statement giving the underlying truth about people, society, or

the human condition, either explicitly or implicitly'

Tone: writer's attitude toward his or her subject and readers

Toliehutone: example of excellence referred to for comparison

Understatement: reverse exaggeration or playing down

Versa: here used to denote rhyming metrics' structure with lens emotion-

al intensity than poetry

A Critical Handbook of Children's Literature, Scott, Foreseen

Permission granted for the use of the Cloesery section,
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activities are included: (1) semi- controlled writing; (2) story
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Bibliography. Urbana, tilinoier ERIC SCI: Enaringhouse on Reading
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Lajos. Art of Creative Wittig& New York: Citadel Prose, 1965.

Good for developing the idea of character with secondary students.

Elbow, Peter. Writina Without Taschler*. New Yorks Oxford University

Pesos, 1973.

Writing with Tower. New Yorks Word University Press, 1981.

English Curriculum Study Coster. "A Curriculum in Written Composition
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Nashville, Tennessee Incentive Fuhticatione, Incorporated, 1973.
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Useful resource for teaching creative writing.
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Cotta Nave This book, Nashville, Tennessee: Incentive Publication.,

1979.
The title sans it aline book include, a 'multitude of writing
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philosophical COMMAS about teaching writing.

Gender. Patricia A.. Harvey, Linda N., Wises, Jack D., Loyd, Denis. eds.

They Really Tsupt Us How to Write. Urbana, Illinois; NCTE, 1974.
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and general suggestions for teaching and evaluating writing.

t:hiselin, Brewster, ed. Creative Proms. University of California

Pres., Mentor book, 1452:

Cry's*, Donald H. "Balance the %Eska, Let Them Write." Ford Foundation

Magasine, February, 1978.

Cristo. Oary and Mitchell, Don. The Good Apple Creative Writing Book.

Carthage, Illihoiss Good Apple, Incorporated, 1976.

Jscsson, Louise. "A Guide to More Effective Use of imaginative Written

Language." Lemplage Asts, March, 1979, p. 280-281.

Judy, Susan and Judy, Stephen. Gifts of Wetting. Rev Yorks Charles

Scribner's Sons, 1980.
Super reenorce Maine alternative tools for creative writing. It

includes many seasonal writing activities.
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The Laming' Arts len. Careen, Californias bducational Insights. 197S.

Leavitt, Aar' Day, and Mho. Dm IA A. hon.. Lo*& owe WriSOI_Ffforitrs
Writieg,Thgoesb Vistem. Mew fork: betas books, iscorporated, 1961.
Give* seggeettome for ate' pictures to develop the ability to

perceive and describe.

Litwin. Martin. Snckpflit COefltti Irspittts Writing. Minato
Log City looks, 1175.

Los Angola' City Schools. California 04vIales of Isetructiosel /tamale,
and Services. "Creative Witting Cookbooks A Collo:tips of instruc-
t loset Struggles Tkat Nave Setteraged Stodests to Write." Loa Angeles,

Instructional Valletta Pnblicatiess, No. 0C-729, !MT,.
Specific ideas for teambiag writing to escoodary school etndants.

laksna. Mabocca J. agagjelema. Glenview,
Illinois' Scott, Serest.:, Compaq, .

McCleuethas, DerAmm. "Try A Mew Creative Writing Compsige." laxly Tsars,

Februery, 1982, p. 11-19.

Macron*, Moo. Uri . New Yorks lades look Company, 1968.

Resource for 00c t 0.

Moffett, James. "Integrity is the Teaching of Writing.* Cowin: on Centel.

Upper Montclair, Mew Jerseys loyntosiCool Publishers, Incorporated,

1911.

Moffett calls for original, high-quality writing. He orates that

personal writing should lead to on espreeelon of universal ideas.

. A Sheet -cesarrie Lames Arts Gurrietater, Grade' 1-8.
Soetont Houshtos Mifflin Company, 1988.

Murray, Elisabeth. rOvine ChildriWe ifritiai. Ginn and Company, n.d.

Idea, for laproving chlIdrei7s writing with suggestions for checking

clarity and improving unity. MI* sod literacy.

Neiman, Seth. TaachiaL Students to Writs. Columbus, Ohio: Charles

E, Merrill Publishing Company, 1910.
Semen presents an excellent reference book with general overview

and specific lesson pl,Je. Expository and creative writins are

treated in detail.

"Puddles: South Bey Area Writing Project." San Jour, California:

Wrttinpl Inwitutr. 1977, p. 3a -35.

Sealey, Leonard, Seeley, Nancy, Millmore, Marcia. Children's Writings

An Approach for the Primary Grades. Newark. Delaware: International

Reeding Association, 1979.,
A guidebook for generating writing. a structured approach and ways

to make a writing aria, honk'', and word cards. It also contains a

number (If writing activities.
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Shelter, Harry. Setter Crammattioms. Mar York:

amd Schmierer, Incorporated, 1060.
A resource for secondary Leches's.

Pocket books. Simon

Sloan, William. Craft of *Mag. Saw 'forks W. W. Norton and Company,

1979.
Helpful for commualcating the techniques that are needed in the

craft of vritinS.

Somers, Albert and Worthington. Janet trans. Guides for Teaching

Childress'. Sock*. Urbana, Illinois; liCTE, 184179,

Guides to reentyaeeven works, of children's fiction are included,

arranged in prase of increasing difficulty. Suggestions to follow -up

with composing activities are provided.

Spann, Sylvia and Cully, Nary Seth, ed. "Thematic Unite in Teaching English

and the Sesanities." Urbana, Illinois; SCTIl, 1960,

Curriculum guideline for seven different themes, collected from a

variety of teachers, Unite includes (l) nature; (2) basic skills for

underachievers; (3) fsiry tiles; (4) mystery; (5) tradition and change

in Tiddler on the Hoof; (6) celebrating life; (7) the Jewish experience

in American literature.

Spencer, Zona A. flair A of Creati

the Elementau Sc <.,1 rile, tevenevi

Service, incorporated, 1972.
Useful activities by wade level.

i Tee es for

, 1c igans ucetional

Stria. William. Sylvester and the Slate Pebble. Nov York; Simon and

Schuster, 1969.

Stefan, John Warren. Childress_ sod Literature. Chicago, Illinois;

Rawl McNally College Publishing Company, 1980.

An emissive textbook on children's literature. Ideas for writing

are gleaned from reeding good literature.

Wiener. Harvey S., Ph.D. Aox_Child

Book Company, 1978,
A book that 1,e7e parents Now

a program that con be need from

teachers can use the ideas too.

Can Write. New Yorks McGraw Hill

to encourage children to write through

preschool through high school, Naturally,

Write In! Carson, California: Educational Insights, 1975.

Vueetenberg, Jacque, "The Yold-out Writing Collection." Tulsa, Oklehomat

Edufational Progreso, 1982.
A super resource far student writing ideas and wonderful things to

do with the finished product.

. "Helping Children Become Writers." Tulsa, Oklahoma% Educe-

clonal Progress, 1980.
Ideas that can be adapted easily into every elementary cleaeronn.
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Wiieconsin Writing Project Participants

Sensor 1982

Charlene learner Heidi Mum. Okauches Elementsry

Deerfield Schools Oconomowoc School District

Joan Cantwell Ann Niedermeier

Oconomowoc Senior Kish School West High School, Madison

Janet Danielson
Esetside School, Sun Prairie

Mary Pick
Judo School

Candice Dexheimer Richard Reinke

Monroe Public Schools Sun Prairie Sr. High School

Seth Duni. Joe Ringeieen

Markesan Middle School Verona High School

Jennifer Vrickleton Elizabeth Rohde

Deerfield Elementary School Royal Oaks School, Sun Prairie

James Hein Margaret Buff

Judo High School Reinhold. School, Monroe

Don Hinz Deborah Schilt

Rockwell Elemontary School, Fort Atkinson Monroe Public Schools

Loretta Hoveesten Bob Schultz

Deerfield Elementary Schoe,1 Sabish Jr. High, Fond du Lac

Bruce lohnlion Rochelle Stillman

Oregon Jr. High School Rorthoide Elementary, Middleton

Lori Jordan
fuda Shool

Kathryn Strey
Luther Jr. High, Fort Atkinson

Elsa Lowrenec Barb Toff

Middleton High School Elm Lawn School. Middleton

J. Ltvens.n Pam Jestan -Tubey

.416-Medition Waunakee High School

Leverenz David Retry

t. onorsowor Jr. High Arrowhead Hie, School. Hartland

P3tricia Moe-liter Donna Welheo

lama F. Luther Jr. High, Fort Atkinson Campers Elementary School, Madison

Mary Pat Muirhvad Mary liagelbsuer

rfferson Middir ';chool. Madison Arrowhead High School, Hartland

ih
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The Wisconsin Writing Project is an effort by school

teachers, college faculty, an4 curriculum specialists
to improve the teaching of willing at all levels of

education. The Project iu funded by the University
of Watconsin-Madison, the University of Vistonmin
Extension, the Wisconsin Improvement Program, and the

National EDOMPIlentfor the HUOillitifS (through the
University of California, Berkeley). The views

expressed in this guide do not necessarily represent
the views of the above named organisations.

Individuals desiring information
concerniag the Wisconsin Writing
Project should write to:

Wisconsin Writing Project
iSb Teacher Education Building
University of Wisconsin
225 Borth Mills Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

(608)263-4660
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